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Abstract: H. Bass defined orthogonal transvection group of an orthogonal module and
elementary orthogonal transvection group of an orthogonal module with a hyperbolic direct
summand. We also have the notion of relative orthogonal transvection group and relative
elementary orthogonal transvection group with respect to an ideal of the ring. According
to the definition of Bass relative elementary orthogonal transvection group is a subgroup
of relative orthogonal transvection group of an orthogonal module with hyperbolic direct
summand. Here we show that these two groups are the same in the case when the orthogonal
module splits locally.
1 Introduction
In Section 5 of [10] L.N. Vaserstein proved that first row of an elementary linear matrix
of even size (bigger than or equal to 4) is the same as the first row of a symplectic
matrix of the same size w.r.t. an alternating form. This result motivated us to prove
that the orbit of a unimodular row of even size under the action of elementary linear
group is same as the orbit of a unimodular row of same size under the action of
elementary symplectic group (see Theorem 4.1, [4]); we also proved a relative (to
an ideal of the ring) version of this result (see Theorem 5.5, [4]). Generalising this
result in the setting of finitely generated projective modules involving the transvection
groups as defined by H. Bass, we proved that in the case of a symplectic module
with a hyperbolic direct summand the orbits of any unimodular element from the
symplectic module, under the actions of elementary linear transvection group and
the elementary symplectic transvection group coincide(see Theorem 6.1, [5]). While
proving the above result on equality of orbits of unimodular elements of symplectic
modules, we observed that in the relative case to an ideal of the ring, the equality holds
between the linear transvection group and the elementary linear transvection group
(see Proposition 4.10, [5]). We also noticed that in the relative case to an ideal of the
ring, the symplectic transvection group and the elementary symplectic transvection
group coincide (see Theorem 5.23, [5]). In the absolute case the equalities for linear
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transvection group, symplectic transvection group, and orthogonal transvection group
with the corresponding elementary transvection groups were proved in [2]. In view of
the above results it is natural to ask whether the equality of orthogonal transvection
group and elementary orthogonal transvection group holds in the relative case to an
ideal of the ring. In this article we prove the equality of these two groups in the case
when the orthogonal module splits locally.
2 Preliminaries
In this article we will always assume that R is a commutative ring with unit. A row
v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ R
n is said to be unimodular if there are elements w1, . . . , wn in R
such that v1w1 + · · ·+ vnwn = 1. Umn(R) will denote the set of all unimodular rows
v ∈ Rn. Let I be an ideal in R. We denote by Umn(R, I) the set of all unimodular
rows of length n which are congruent to e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) modulo I. (If I = R, then
Umn(R, I) is Umn(R)).
Definition 2.1. Let P be a finitely generated projective R-module. An element
p ∈ P is said to be unimodular if there exists a R-linear map φ : P → R such that
φ(p) = 1. The collection of unimodular elements of P is denoted by Um(P ).
Let P be of the form R⊕Q and have an element of the form (1, 0) which correspond
to the unimodular element. An element (a, q) ∈ P is said to be relative unimodular
w.r.t. an ideal I of R if (a, q) is unimodular and (a, q) is congruent to (1, 0) modulo
IP . The collection of all relative unimodular elements w.r.t. an ideal I is denoted by
Um(P, IP ).
Let us recall that ifM is a finitely presented R-module and S is a multiplicative set
ofR, then S−1HomR(M,R) ∼= HomRS (MS , RS) (Theorem 2.13”, Chapter I, [8]). Also
recall that if f = (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ R
n :=M , then ΘM (f) = {φ(f) : φ ∈ Hom(M,R)} =∑n
i=1 Rfi. Therefore, if P is a finitely generated projective R-module of rank n, m is a
maximal ideal of R and v ∈ Um(P ), then vm ∈ Umn(Rm). Similarly if v ∈ Um(P, IP )
then vm ∈ Umn(Rm, Im).
Definition 2.2. Elementary Linear Group: Elementary linear group En(R) de-
note the subgroup of SLn(R) consisting of all elementary matrices, i.e. those ma-
trices which are a finite product of the elementary generators Eij(λ) = In + eij(λ),
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, λ ∈ R, where eij(λ) ∈ Mn(R) has an entry λ in its (i, j)-th position
and zeros elsewhere.
In the sequel, if α denotes an m × n matrix, then we let αt denote its transpose
matrix. This is of course an n×m matrix. However, we will mostly be working with
square matrices, or rows and columns.
Definition 2.3. The Relative Groups En(I), En(R, I): Let I be an ideal of R.
The relative elementary linear group En(I) is the subgroup of En(R) generated as a
group by the elements Eij(x), x ∈ I, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.
The relative elementary linear group En(R, I) is the normal closure of En(I) in
En(R).
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(Equivalently, En(R, I) is generated as a group by Eij(a)Eji(x)Eij(−a), with a ∈
R, x ∈ I, i 6= j, provided n ≥ 3 (see [12], Lemma 8)).
Definition 2.4. E1n(R, I) is the subgroup of En(R) generated by the elements of the
form E1i(a) and Ej1(x), where a ∈ R, x ∈ I, and 2 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Remark 2.5. It is easy to check that if v ∈ Umn(R, I), where (R,m) is a local ring
and I be an ideal of R, then v = e1β, for some β ∈ En(R, I).
Definition 2.6. Orthogonal Group: The orthogonal group O2n(R) with respect
to the standard symmetric matrix ψ˜n =
n∑
i=1
e2i−1,2i +
n∑
i=1
e2i,2i−1 is the collection
{α ∈ GL2n(R) | α
tψ˜nα = ψ˜n}. For an ideal I of R, O2n(R, I) represents the kernel
of the natural map O2n(R) −→ O2n(R/I).
Let σ denote the permutation of the natural numbers {1, 2, . . . , 2n} given by
σ(2i) = 2i− 1 and σ(2i− 1) = 2i.
Definition 2.7. Elementary Orthogonal Group: As in §2 of [11] we define for
z ∈ R, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2n,
oeij(z) = 12n + zeij − zeσ(j)σ(i) if i 6= σ(j).
It is easy to check that all these elements belong to O2n(R). We call them ele-
mentary orthogonal matrices with respect to the standard symmetric matrix ψ˜n over
R and the subgroup of O2n(R) generated by them is called the elementary orthogonal
group EO2n(R) with respect to the standard symmetric matrix ψ˜n.
Definition 2.8. The Relative Group EO2n(I), EO2n(R, I): Let I be an ideal of
R. The relative elementary group EO2n(I) is the subgroup EO2n(R) generated as a
group by the elements oeij(x), x ∈ I and 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2n.
The relative elementary group EO2n(R, I) is the normal closure of EO2n(I) in
EO2n(R).
Lemma 2.9. EO2n(R, I) is generated as a group by the elements of the form g oeij(x)g
−1,
where g ∈ EO2n(R), x ∈ I, and either i = 1 or j = 1.
Proof: An element of the form g oeij(x)g
−1 ∈ EO2n(R, I), where g ∈ EO2n(R), x ∈
I, and either i = 1 or j = 1. Consider an elementary generator oekl(a)oeij(x)oekl(−a)
of EO2n(R, I), where a ∈ R, x ∈ I, and i, j 6= 1. Then
oekl(a)oeij(x)oekl(−a)
= oekl(a)[oei1(x), oe1j(1)]
= oekl(a){oei1(x) oe1j(1) oei1(−x) oe1j(−1)}
= oekl(a)oei1(x)
oekl(a){oe1j(1) oei1(−x) oe1j(−1)}
and hence the lemma follows. 
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Definition 2.10. The group EO12n(R, I) is the subgroup of EO2n(R) generated by
the elements of the form oe1i(a) and oej1(x), where a ∈ R, x ∈ I and 3 ≤ i, j ≤ 2n.
In the following two lemmas we obtain some useful facts regarding elementary
orthogonal groups. An analogous result in the linear case was proved in [7] and in
the symplectic case was proved in the Appendix of [5].
Lemma 2.11. Let R be a commutative ring and I be an ideal of R. Then EO2n(R, I) ⊆
EO12n(R, I), for n ≥ 3.
Proof: Let us define Sij = {oeij(a)oeji(x)oeij(−a) : a ∈ R, x ∈ I}. It suffices
to show that EO12n(R, I) contains the set Sij for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2n. Note that
Sij = Sσ(j)σ(i) and S1j ⊆ EO
1
2n(R, I), for 3 ≤ j ≤ 2n. First we state the following
identities
[gh, k] =
(
g[h, k]
)
[g, k], (1)
[g, hk] = [g, h]
(
h[g, k]
)
, (2)
g[h, k] = [gh, gk], (3)
where gh denotes ghg−1 and [g, h] = ghg−1h−1. Using these identities and the com-
mutator law [oeik(a), oekj(b)] = oeij(ab) we establish the inclusion.
Note that oe1j(x), oei1(x) ∈ EO
1
2n(R, I), for 3 ≤ i, j ≤ 2n and x ∈ I. For
3 ≤ i, j ≤ 2n and x ∈ I, we have oeij(x) = [oei1(x), oe1j(1)] ∈ EO
1
2n(R, I). In the
following computation we will express the generators of Sij in terms of oei1(x) or
oe1j(a), where x ∈ I, a ∈ R. Also, note that we will use ⊛ to represent elements of
EO12n(R, I).
oeij(a)oeij(x) =
oeij(a)[oej2(1), oe2i(x)]
= [oei2(a)oej2(1), oe2i(x)oe2j(ax)]
= oei2(a)[oej2(1), oe2i(x)oe2j(ax)][oei2(a), oe2i(x)oe2j(ax)]
= oei2(a)[oej2(1), oe2i(x)]
oei2(a)oe2i(x)[oej2(1), oe2j(ax)]
[oei2(a), oe2i(x)]oe2j(a
2x2)oe2i(x)
= oei2(a)oeji(x)
oei2(a)[oej2(1)oeji(−x), oe2j(ax)] ⊛
= ⊛ [oej2(1)oeji(x)oej2(ax), oeij(a
2x)oe2j(ax)] ⊛
= ⊛ oej2(1)[oeji(x)oej2(ax), oeij(a
2x)oe2j(ax)]
[oej2(1), oeij(a
2x)oe2j(ax)] ⊛
= ⊛ [oeij(x)oej2(ax), oeij(a
2x)oei2(−a
2x)oej2(1)oe2j(ax)]
oei2(−a
2x)oeij(a
2x2)[oej2(1), oe2j(ax)] ⊛
Since Si2, Sj2 ⊆ EO
1
2n(R, I), therefore Sij ⊆ EO
1
2n(R, I), for 3 ≤ i, j ≤ 2n.
Similarly Sik, S1k ⊆ EO
1
2n(R, I) will imply that Si1 ⊆ EO
1
2n(R, I), for 3 ≤ i ≤ 2n. 
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Proposition 2.12. Let R be a commutative ring and let I be an ideal of R. Then
for n ≥ 3 the following sequence is exact
1 −→ EO2n(R, I) −→ EO
1
2n(R, I) −→ EO
1
2n(R/I, 0) −→ 1.
Thus EO2n(R, I) equals EO
1
2n(R, I) ∩O2n(R, I).
Proof: Let f : EO12n(R, I) −→ EO
1
2n(R/I, 0). Note that ker(f) = EO
1
2n(R, I) ∩
O2n(R, I). We shall prove that ker(f) = EO2n(R, I). LetE =
∏r
k=1 oejk1(xk)oe1ik(ak)
be an element in the ker(f) and E can be written as oej11(x1)
∏r
k=2 γkoejk1(xk)γ
−1
k ,
where γl is equal to
∏l−1
k=1 oe1ik(ak) ∈ EO2n(R), and hence ker(f) ⊆ EO2n(R, I). The
reverse inclusion follows from the fact that EO2n(R, I) ⊆ EO
1
2n(R, I) (see Lemma
2.11). 
3 Local Global Principle for Relative Elementary Group
In this section we prove Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.4 which will be used in proving the
main result in the final section. In Lemma 3.4 we obtain the Local-Global Principle
for an extended ideal for slightly larger group EO12n(R, I) than the relative group
EO2n(R, I). This group was introduced in the linear case by W. van der Kallen in
[7]. The Local-Global Principle for an extended ideal in the linear, orthogonal and
symplectic groups was proved in [1].
The line of arguments given in the proofs below closely follow that in the Local-
Global principle for an extended ideal in the symplectic case in [5]. However, as far
as the the computational details are concerned, there are substantial deviations from
[5] in many steps.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring and I be an ideal of R. Let n ≥ 3. Let
ε = ε1 . . . εr be an element of EO
1
2n(R, I), where each εk is an elementary generator.
If oeij(Xf(X)) is an elementary generator of EO
1
2n(R[X ], I[X ]), then
ε oeij(Y
4rXf(Y 4
r
X)) ε−1 =
s∏
t=1
oeitjt(Y ht(X,Y )),
where either it = 1 or jt = 1 and ht(X,Y ) ∈ R[X,Y ], when it = 1; ht(X,Y ) ∈ I[X,Y ]
when jt = 1.
Proof: We prove the result using induction on r, where ε is product of r many
elementary generators. Let r = 1 and ε = oepq(a). Note that a ∈ R when p = 1,
and a ∈ I when q = 1. Given that oeij(Xf(X)) is an elementary generator of
EO12n(R[X ], I[X ]). First we assume i = 1, hence f(X) ∈ R[X ].
Case (1): Let (p, q) = (1, j). In this case
oe1j(a) oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)) oe1j(−a) = oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)).
Case (2): Let (p, q) = (1, σ(j)). In this case
oe1σ(j)(a) oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)) oe1σ(j)(−a) = oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)).
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Case (3): Let (p, q) = (1, k), k 6= j, σ(j). In this case
oe1k(a) oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)) oe1k(−a) = oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)).
Case (4): Let (p, q) = (j, 1)). In this case
oej1(a) oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)) oej1(−a)
= oej1(a)[oe1k(Y
2Xf(Y 4X)), oekj(Y
2)]
= [oejk(aY
2Xf(Y 4X)) oe1k(Y
2Xf(Y 4X)), oek1(aY
2) oekj(Y
2)]
= oejk(aY
2Xf(Y 4X)) oe1k(Y
2Xf(Y 4X)) oek1(aY
2) oekj(Y
2)
oe1k(−Y
2Xf(Y 4X)) oejk(−aY
2Xf(Y 4X)) oekj(−Y
2) oek1(−aY
2)
= oejk(aY
2Xf(Y 4X)) oe1k(Y
2Xf(Y 4X)) oek1(aY
2) oe1k(−Y
2Xf(Y 4X))
oe1k(Y
2Xf(Y 4X)) oekj(Y
2) oe1k(−Y
2Xf(Y 4X)) oekj(−Y
2) oekj(Y
2)
[oej1(−aY ), oe1k(Y Xf(Y
4X))] oekj(−Y
2) oek1(−aY
2)
= [oej1(aY ), oe1k(Y Xf(Y
4X))] oe1k(Y
2Xf(Y 4X)) oek1(aY
2)
oe1k(Y
2Xf(Y 4X))oe1j(Y
2Xf(Y 4X))[oek1(−aY
4)oej1(−aY ),
oe1k(Y Xf(Y
4X)) oe1j(Y
3Xf(Y 4X))]oek1(−aY
2)
Case (5): Let (p, q) = (σ(j), 1)). In this case
oeσ(j)1(a) oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)) oeσ(j)1(−a)
= oeσ(j)1(a)[oe1k(Y
2), oekj(Y
2Xf(Y 4X))]
= [oeσ(j)k(aY
2) oe1k(Y
2), oekj(Y
2Xf(Y 4X))]
= oeσ(j)k(aY
2) oe1k(Y
2) oekj(Y
2Xf(Y 4X)) oe1k(−Y
2) oeσ(j)k(−aY
2)
oekj(−Y
2Xf(Y 4X))
= oeσ(j)k(aY
2) oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)) oekj(Y
2Xf(Y 4X))
[oeσ(j)1(−aY ), oe1k(Y )] oekj(−Y
2Xf(Y 4X))
= [oeσ(j)1(aY ), oe1k(Y )] oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X))
[oeσ(j)1(−aY ), oe1k(Y )oe1j(Y
3Xf(Y 4X))]
Case (6): Let (p, q) = (k, 1), k 6= j, σ(j). In this case
oek1(a) oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X)) oek1(−a)
= oekj(aY
4Xf(Y 4X)) oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X))
= [oek1(aY
2), oe1j(Y
2Xf(Y 4X))] oe1j(Y
4Xf(Y 4X))
Hence the result is true when i = 1 and ε is an elementary generator. Carrying
out similar calculation one can show the result is true when j = 1 and ε is an
elementary generator. Let us assume that the result is true when ε is product of
r−1 many elementary generators, i.e, ε2 . . . εr oeij(Y
4r−1Xf(Y 4
r−1
(X)) ε−1r . . . ε
−1
2 =∏k
t=1 oeptqt(Y gt(X,Y )), where either pt = 1 or qt = 1. Note that gt(X,Y ) ∈ R[X,Y ]
when pt = 1 and gt(X,Y ) ∈ I[X,Y ] when qt = 1.
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We now establish the result when ε is product of r many elementary generators.
We have
ε oeij(Y
4rXf(Y 4
r
X)) ε−1
= ε1ε2 . . . εr oeij(Y
4rXf(Y 4
r
X)) ε−1r . . . ε
−1
2 ε
−1
1
= ε1
( k∏
t=1
oeptqt(Y
4g′t(X,Y ))
)
ε−11
=
k∏
t=1
ε1 oeptqt(Y
4g′t(X,Y )) ε
−1
1
=
s∏
t=1
oeitjt(Y ht(X,Y )).
To get the last equality one needs to repeat the calculation which was done for a
single elementary generator. Note that at the last line either it = 1 or jt = 1. Also,
note that ht(X,Y ) ∈ R[X,Y ], when it = 1 and ht(X,Y ) ∈ I[X,Y ], when jt = 1 
Notation 3.2. Let M be a finitely presented R-module and a be a non-nilpotent
element of R. Let Ra denote the ring R localised at the multiplicative set {a
i : i ≥ 0}
and Ma denote the Ra-module M localised at {a
i : i ≥ 0}. Let α(X) be an element
of End(M [X ]). The localization map i :M →Ma induces a map i
∗ : End(M [X ])→
End(M [X ]a) = End(Ma[X ]). We shall denote i
∗(α(X)) by α(X)a in the sequel.
We need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a finitely presented R-module and I be an ideal of R. Let
α(X), β(X) ∈ End(M [X ], IM [X ]) = ker(End(M [X ]) −→ End(M [X ]/IM [X ])), with
α(0) = β(0). Let a be a non-nilpotent element in R such that α(X)a = β(X)a in
End(Ma[X ], IMa[X ]). Then α(a
NX) = β(aNX) in End(M [X ], IM [X ]), for N ≫ 0.
Lemma 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring and I be an ideal of R. Let n ≥ 3. Let a
be a non-nilpotent element in R and α(X) be in EO12n(Ra[X ], Ia[X ]), with α(0) = Id.
Then there exists α∗(X) ∈ EO12n(R[X ], I[X ]), with α
∗(0) = Id., such that α∗(X)
localises to α(bX), for b ∈ (ad), d≫ 0.
The proofs as in Lemma 3.3 in [5] and in Lemma 3.4 in [5] work verbatim for
Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 as above, respectively, and hence the proofs are omitted.
The following result was proved in [1]. We next apply Lemma 3.4 to record a
different proof.
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a commutative ring and I be an ideal of R. Let n ≥ 3. Let a
be a non-nilpotent element in R and α(X) be in EO2n(Ra[X ], Ia[X ]), with α(0) = Id.
Then there exists α∗(X) ∈ EO2n(R[X ], I[X ]), with α
∗(0) = Id., such that α∗(X)
localises to α(bX), for b ∈ (ad), d≫ 0.
Proof: Follows from Lemma 2.12 and Lemma 3.4. 
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4 Orthogonal Modules and Orthogonal Transvections
In this section we prove Theorem 4.22 which is the main result of this paper. We
begin with a sequence of definitions.
Definition 4.1. Let M be an R-module. A bilinear form on M is a function β :
M ×M −→ R such that β(x, y) is R-linear as a function of x for fixed y, and R-linear
as a function of y for fixed x. The pair (M,β) is called bilinear form module over R.
β is called an inner product if it satisfies non-degeneracy condition, i.e, the natural
map induced by β from P −→ P ∗ is an isomorphism. In this case the pair (M,β)
is called inner product module over R. A bilinear form or inner product β is called
symmetric if β(x, y) = β(y, x), for all x, y ∈M . An inner product module (M,β) will
be called inner product space if M is finitely generated and projective over R.
Definition 4.2. An orthogonal R-module is a pair (P, 〈, 〉), where P is a finitely
generated projective R-module of even rank and 〈, 〉 : P×P −→ R is a non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form. This is also known as symmetric inner product space.
Definition 4.3. Let (P1, 〈, 〉1) and (P2, 〈, 〉2) be two orthogonal R-modules. Their
orthogonal sum is the pair (P, 〈, 〉), where P = P1⊕P2 and the inner product is defined
by 〈(p1, p2), (q1, q2)〉 = 〈p1, q1〉1 + 〈p2, q2〉2.
Definition 4.4. There is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form 〈, 〉 on the R-
module R⊕R∗, namely 〈(a1, f1), (a2, f2)〉 = f2(a1) + f1(a2). The orthogonal module
R ⊕ R∗ with this symmetric bilinear form is denoted by H(R) and called hyperbolic
plane. Note that Hn(R) is the orthogonal sum of n-copies of H(R).
Definition 4.5. An isometry of an orthogonal module (P, 〈, 〉) is an automorphism
of P which fixes the bilinear form. The group of isometries of (P, 〈, 〉) is denoted by
O(P ).
Definition 4.6. Let (P, 〈, 〉) be an orthogonal module. H. Bass defined orthogonal
transvection of an orthogonal module (P, 〈, 〉) is an automorphism of the form
τ(p) = p− 〈u, p〉v + 〈v, p〉u,
where u, v ∈ P are isotropic, i.e, 〈u, u〉 = 〈v, v〉 = 0 with 〈u, v〉 = 0, and either u or v
is unimodular. It is easy to check that 〈τ(p), τ(q)〉 = 〈p, q〉, i.e, τ ∈ O(P ) and τ has
an inverse σ(p) = p+ 〈u, p〉v − 〈v, p〉u.
The subgroup of O(P ) generated by the orthogonal transvections is called orthog-
onal transvection group and denoted by TransO(P, 〈, 〉) (see [3] or [6]).
Now onwards Q will denote (R2⊕P ) with induced form on (H(R) ⊕ P ),
and Q[X ] will denote (R[X ]2⊕P [X ]) with induced form on (H(R[X ]) ⊕ P [X ]).
Definition 4.7. The orthogonal transvections of Q = (R2 ⊕ P ) of the form
(a, b, p) 7→ (a, b+ 〈p, q〉, p− aq),
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or of the form
(a, b, p) 7→ (a+ 〈p, q〉, b, p− bq),
where a, b ∈ R and p, q ∈ P , are called elementary orthogonal transvections. Let us
denote the first isometry by ρ(q) and the second one by µ(q). It can be verified that
the elementary orthogonal transvections are orthogonal transvections on Q. Indeed,
consider (u, v) = ((0, 1, 0), (0, 0, q)) to get ρ(q) and consider (u, v) = ((1, 0, 0), (0, 0, q))
to get µ(q, β).
The subgroup of TransO(Q, 〈, 〉) generated by elementary orthogonal transvections
is denoted by ETransO(Q, 〈, 〉).
Definition 4.8. Let I be an ideal of R. The group of relative orthogonal transvections
to an ideal I is generated by the orthogonal transvections of the form σ(p) = p −
〈u, p〉v + 〈v, p〉u, where either u ∈ IP or v ∈ IP . The group generated by relative
orthogonal transvections is denoted by TransO(P, IP, 〈, 〉).
Definition 4.9. Let I be an ideal of R. The elementary orthogonal transvections
of Q of the form ρ(q), µ(q), where q ∈ IP are called relative elementary orthogonal
transvections to an ideal I.
The subgroup of ETransO(Q, 〈, 〉) generated by relative elementary orthogonal
transvections is denoted by ETransO(IQ, 〈, 〉). The normal closure of ETransO(IQ, 〈, 〉)
in ETransO(Q, 〈, 〉) is denoted by ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉).
Remark 4.10. Let P = ⊕2ni=1Rei be a free R-module with R = 2R. The non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear form 〈, 〉 on P corresponds to a symmetric matrix ϕ
with respect to the basis {e1, e2, . . . , e2n} of P and we write 〈p, q〉 = p
tϕq.
In this case the orthogonal transvection τ(p) = p − 〈u, p〉v + 〈v, p〉u corresponds
to the matrix (I2n − vu
tϕ + uvtϕ) and the group generated by them is denoted by
TransO(P, 〈, 〉ϕ).
Also in this case ETransO(Q, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ) will be generated by the matrices of the
form ρϕ(q) =
( 1 0 0
0 1 qtϕ
−q 0 I2n
)
, and µϕ(q) =
(
1 0 qtϕ
0 1 0
0 −q I2n
)
.
Note that for standard symmetric matrix ψ˜n and for q = (q1, . . . , q2n) ∈ R
2n with
qtψ˜nq = 0, we have
ρ
ψ˜n
(q) =
2n+2∏
i=3
oei1(−qi−2), (4)
µ
ψ˜n
(q) =
2n+2∏
i=3
oe1i(−qσ(i−2)). (5)
In the following four lemmas we shall use the assumptions and notations in the
statement of Remark 4.10.
Lemma 4.11. Let R be a commutative ring with R = 2R, and I be an ideal of
R. Let (P, 〈, 〉) be an orthogonal R-module with P free R-module of rank 2n, n ≥ 2
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and Q = R2 ⊕ P with the induced form on H(R) ⊕ P . If the symmetric bilinear
form 〈, 〉 correspond (w.r.t. some basis) to ψ˜n, the standard symmetric matrix, then
TransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜n+1) = EO2n+2(R, I).
Proof: For proof see §2 of [11].
Lemma 4.12. Let R be a commutative ring with R = 2R, and let I be an ideal of
R. Let (P, 〈, 〉) be an orthogonal R-module with P free R-module of rank 2n, n ≥ 2
and Q = R2 ⊕ P with the induced form on H(R) ⊕ P . If the symmetric bilinear
form 〈, 〉 correspond (w.r.t. some basis) to ψ˜n, the standard symmetric matrix, then
ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜n+1) = EO2n+2(R, I).
Proof: We first show ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜n+1) is a subset of EO2n+2(R, I). An
element of ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜n+1) is of the form T1(q)T2(s)T1(q)
−1, where q ∈ R2n,
s ∈ I2n(⊆ R2n). Here T1 and T2 can be either of ρψ˜n or µψ˜n . Using equations (4)
and (5) we show that either of the above elements belong to EO2n+2(R, I), and hence
ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜n+1) ⊆ EO2n+2(R, I).
To show the other inclusion we recall that EO2n+2(R, I) is generated by the el-
ements g oeij(x)g
−1, where g ∈ EO2n+2(R), x ∈ I, and either i = 1 or j = 1 (see
Lemma 2.9). Using commutator relation [oeik(a), oekj(b)] = oeij(ab) and the equa-
tions (4), (5) we can show that EO2n+2(R, I) ⊆ ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜n+1), and hence
the equality is established. 
Lemma 4.13. Let P be a free R-module of rank 2n. Let (P, 〈, 〉ϕ) and (P, 〈, 〉ϕ∗) be
two orthogonal R-modules with ϕ = εtϕ∗ε, for some ε ∈ GL2n(R). Then
TransO(P, 〈, 〉ϕ) = ε
−1 TransO(P, 〈, 〉ϕ∗) ε,
ETransO(Q, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ) = (I2 ⊥ ε)
−1 ETransO(Q, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ∗) (I2 ⊥ ε).
Proof: In the free case for orthogonal transvections we have
(I2n − vu
tϕ+ uvtϕ) = ε−1 (I2n − v˜u˜
tϕ∗ − u˜v˜tϕ∗) ε,
where u˜ = εu and v˜ = εv. Hence the first equality follows.
For elementary orthogonal transvections we have
(I2 ⊥ ε)
−1ρϕ∗(q)(I2 ⊥ ε) = ρϕ(ε
−1q),
(I2 ⊥ ε)
−1µϕ∗(q)(I2 ⊥ ε) = µϕ(ε
−1q),
hence the second equality follows. 
Lemma 4.14. Let I be an ideal of R and P be a free R-module of rank 2n. Let
(P, 〈, 〉ϕ) and (P, 〈, 〉ϕ∗) be two orthogonal R-modules with ϕ = ε
tϕ∗ε, for some ε ∈
GL2n(R). Then
TransO(P, IP, 〈, 〉ϕ) = ε
−1 TransO(P, IP, 〈, 〉ϕ∗) ε,
ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ) = (I2 ⊥ ε)
−1 ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ∗) (I2 ⊥ ε).
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Proof: Using the three equations appearing in the proof of Lemma 4.13, we get
these equalities. 
Proposition 4.15. Let R be a commutative ring with R = 2R, and let I be an
ideal of R. Let (P, 〈, 〉ϕ) be an orthogonal R-module with P free of rank 2n, n ≥ 2 and
Q = R2⊕P with the induced form on H(R)⊕P . If ϕ = εtψ˜nε, for some ε ∈ GL2n(R),
then TransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ) = ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ).
Proof: Using Lemma 4.11, Lemma 4.12, and Lemma 4.14 we get,
TransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ) = (I2 ⊥ ε)
−1 TransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜n+1) (I2 ⊥ ε)
= (I2 ⊥ ε)
−1 EO2+2n(R, I) (I2 ⊥ ε),
and
ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ) = (I2 ⊥ ε)
−1 ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜n+1) (I2 ⊥ ε)
= (I2 ⊥ ε)
−1 EO2+2n(R, I) (I2 ⊥ ε),
and hence the equality is established. 
Definition 4.16. An orthogonal module (P, 〈, 〉) over the ring R is called split if there
exists a submodule N ⊆ P such that N is a direct summand of P and such that N is
precisely equal to its orthogonal complement N⊥ = {p ∈ P : 〈p, n〉 = 0 for all n ∈ N}.
Moreover, an orthogonal module (P, 〈, 〉) over the ring R is called locally split if
(Pm, 〈, 〉) is a split orthogonal Rm-module for every maximal ideal m of R.
Lemma 4.17. (See Lemma 6.3, Chapter I in [9]) Let R be a ring such that every
finitely generated projective module over R is free. Then an inner product space over
R is split if and only if it possesses a basis so that the associated inner product matrix
has the form
(
0 I
I A
)
. If we also assume that 2 is a unit in the ring, then every split
inner product space has matrix
(
0 I
I 0
)
with respect to a suitable basis.
Remark 4.18. In view of Proposition 4.15 and above lemma, for any split orthogonal
module (P, 〈, 〉ϕ) over a local ring (R,m) with R = 2R, we have TransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ) =
ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ). Here I is an ideal of the ring R.
Next we establish dilation principle for relative elementary orthogonal transvection
group.
Lemma 4.19. Let R be a commutative ring with R = 2R, and let I be an ideal of R.
Let (P, 〈, 〉) be an orthogonal R-module with rank of P is 2n, n ≥ 2, and Q = R2 ⊕ P
with the induced form on H(R) ⊕ P . Suppose that a is a non-nilpotent element of
R such that Pa is a free Ra module, (Pa, 〈, 〉) is split orthogonal Ra-module, and
the bilinear form 〈, 〉 corresponds to the symmetric matrix ϕ (w.r.t. some basis). Let
α(X) ∈ Aut(Q[X ]), with α(0) = Id, and α(X)a ∈ ETransO(Qa[X ], IQa[X ], 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ).
Then, there exists α∗(X) ∈ ETransO(Q[X ], IQ[X ], 〈, 〉), with α
∗(0) = Id., such that
α∗(X) localises to α(bX), for b ∈ (ad), d≫ 0.
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Proof: We have Pa ∼= R
2n
a . Let e1, . . . , e2n+2 be the standard basis of Qa
with respect to which the bilinear form on Qa will correspond to ψ˜1 ⊥ ϕ. Since
(Pa, 〈, 〉) is a split orthogonal R-module with Ra = 2Ra, we have ϕ = ε
tψ˜nε, for
some ε ∈ GL2n(Ra) by Lemma 4.17. Therefore, ETransO(Qa[X ], IQa[X ], 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ) =
(I2 ⊥ ε)
−1EO2n+2(Ra[X ], Ia[X ])(I2 ⊥ ε) by Lemma 4.12, and Lemma 4.14. Hence,
α(X)a = (I2 ⊥ ε)
−1 β(X) (I2 ⊥ ε), for some β(X) ∈ EO2n+2(Ra[X ], Ia[X ]), with
β(0) = Id. By Lemma 2.12 we have
EO2n+2(Ra[X ], Ia[X ]) = EO
1
2n+2(Ra[X ], Ia[X ]) ∩O2n+2(Ra[X ], Ia[X ]).
Hence we can write β(X) =
∏
t γt oeitjt(Xft(X)) γ
−1
t , where either it = 1, or jt = 1,
and γt ∈ EO
1
2n+2(Ra, Ia). Note that ft(X) ∈ Ra[X ], when it = 1 and ft(X) ∈ Ia[X ],
when jt = 1. Using Lemma 3.1 we get β(Y
4rX) =
∏
k oeikjk(Y hk(X,Y )/a
m), with
either ik = 1 or jk = 1. Note that hk(X,Y ) ∈ R[X,Y ], when ik = 1 and hk(X,Y ) ∈
I[X,Y ], when jk = 1. We have
oe1jk(Y hk(X,Y )/a
m) = I2n+2 − (−Y hk(X,Y )/a
m) e1 e
t
σ(jk)
ψ˜n+1
+(−Y hk(X,Y )/a
m) eσ(jk) e
t
1 ψ˜n+1, for jk ≥ 3,
oeik1(Y hk(X,Y )/a
m) = I2n+2 − (−Y hk(X,Y )/a
m) eik e
t
2 ψ˜n+1
+(−Y hk(X,Y )/a
m) e2 e
t
ik
ψ˜n+1, for ik ≥ 3.
Let ε1, . . . , ε2n be the columns of the matrix ε ∈ GL2n(Ra). Let e˜i
t denote the
column vector (I2 ⊥ ε)ei of length 2n + 2. Note that e˜1 = e1, e˜2 = e2, and e˜i
t =
(0, 0, εti−2), for i ≥ 3. Using Lemma 4.13 we can write α(Y
4rX)a as product of
elements of the form
I2n+2 − (−Y hk(X,Y )/a
m)e˜1e˜
t
σ(jk)
(
ψ˜1 0
0 ϕ
)
+ (−Y hk(X,Y )/a
m)e˜σ(jk)e˜1
t
(
ψ˜1 0
0 ϕ
)
= µϕ((Y hk(X,Y )/a
m)εσ(jk)−2),
I2n+2 − (−Y hk(X,Y )/a
m)e˜ik e˜2
t
(
ψ˜1 0
0 ϕ
)
+ (−Y hk(X,Y )/a
m)e˜2e˜
t
ik
(
ψ˜1 0
0 ϕ
)
= ρϕ(−(Y hk(X,Y )/a
m)εik−2),
for ik, jk ≥ 3. Note that α(Y
4rX)a ∈ ETransO(Qa[X,Y ], IQa[X,Y ], 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ), hence
α(Y 4
r
X)a = id mod (IQa[X,Y ]). Since ρϕ and µϕ satisfy the splitting property
ρϕ(q1 + q2) = ρϕ(q1)ρϕ(q2) and µϕ(q1 + q2) = µϕ(q1)µϕ(q2), we get α(Y
4rX)a is
product of elements of the form T1((Y fk(X,Y )/a
m)εpk)T2((Y gk(X,Y )/a
m)εqk)
T1(−(Y fk(X,Y )/a
m)εpk), where T1, T2 are either ρϕ or µϕ, fk(X,Y ) ∈ R[X,Y ],
gk(X,Y ) ∈ I[X,Y ], and pk, qk ≥ 3.
Let s ≥ 0 be an integer such that ε˜i = a
sεi ∈ P for all i = 1, . . . , 2n. Let d = s+m.
Therefore α((adY )4
r
X)a is product of elements of the form T1((a
dY fk(X, a
dY )/am)εpk)
T2((a
dY gk(X, a
dY )/am)εqk)T1(−(a
dY fk(X, a
dY )/am)εpk) Substituting Y = 1 we get
α(adX)a is product of elements of the forms
T1(a
sf ′k(X)εpk)T2(a
sg′k(X)εqk)T1(−(a
mf ′k(X)εpk).
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Let us set α∗(X) to be the product of elements of the forms
T1(f
′
k(X)ε˜pk)T2(g
′
k(X)ε˜qk)T1(−f
′
k(X)ε˜pk).
From the construction it is clear that α∗(X) belongs to ETransO(Q[X ], IQ[X ], 〈, 〉),
α∗(0) = Id., and α∗(X) localises to α(bX), for some b ∈ (ad), d≫ 0. 
Lemma 4.20. Let R be a commutative ring with R = 2R, and let I be an ideal of
R. Let (P, 〈, 〉) be a locally split orthogonal R-module with P is of rank 2n, n ≥ 2,
and Q = R2 ⊕ P with the induced form on H(R) ⊕ P . Let α(X) ∈ O(Q[X ]), with
α(0) = Id. If α(X)m ∈ ETransO(Qm[X ], IQm[X ], 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕm), for each maximal ideal
m of R, then α(X) ∈ ETransO(Q[X ], IQ[X ], 〈, 〉).
Proof: One can suitably choose an element am fromR\m such that α(X)am belongs
to ETransO(Qam [X ], IQam [X ]). Let us set γ(X,Y ) = α(X + Y )α(Y )
−1. Note that
γ(X,Y )am belongs to ETransO(Qam [X,Y ], IQam [X,Y ]), and γ(0, Y ) = Id. From
Lemma 4.19 it follows that γ(bmX,Y ) ∈ ETransO(Q[X,Y ], IQ[X,Y ]), for bm ∈ (a
d
m
),
where d ≫ 0. Note that the ideal generated by ad
m
’s is the whole ring R. Therefore,
c1a
d
m1
+ . . .+ cka
d
mk
= 1, for some ci ∈ R. Let bmi = cia
d
mi
∈ (admi). It is easy to see
that α(X) =
∏k−1
i=1 γ(bmiX,Ti)γ(bmkX, 0), where Ti = bmi+1X + · · · + bmkX . Each
term in the right hand side of this expression belongs to ETransO(Q[X ], IQ[X ]) and
hence α(X) ∈ ETransO(Q[X ], IQ[X ]). 
We now establish equality of the orthogonal transvection group and the elementary
orthogonal transvection group (in the relative case to an ideal) of a locally split
orthogonal R-module with R = 2R. An absolute version of this result (i.e, when
I = R) was proved in [2] (see Theorem 3.10). Before proving the main result we
establish a lemma to show that orthogonal transvections are homotopic to identity.
Lemma 4.21. Let (P, 〈, 〉) be an orthogonal R-module and α ∈ TransO(P, 〈, 〉). Then
there exists β(X) ∈ TransO(P [X ], 〈, 〉) such that β(1) = α and β(0) = Id.
Proof: As α ∈ TransO(P, 〈, 〉), it is product of orthogonal transvections of the
form τ , where τ takes p ∈ P to p−〈u, p〉v+ 〈v, p〉u, where u, v ∈ P are isotropic with
〈u, v〉 = 0, and either u or v is unimodular. Define τX as the map which takes p ∈ P
to either p − 〈u, p〉vX + 〈vX, p〉u or p − 〈uX, p〉v + 〈v, p〉uX . This choice depends
on whether u is unimodular or v is unimodular. Note that uX represents u times X
and vX represents v times X . Also, note that uX, vX ∈ P [X ]. We set β(X) to be
the product of elements of the form τX , whenever τ appears in the expression of α.
Then β(1) = α and β(0) = Id. 
Theorem 4.22. Let R be a commutative ring with R = 2R, and let I be an ideal of
R. Let (P, 〈, 〉) be a locally split orthogonal R-module with P is of rank 2n, n ≥ 2,
and Q = R2 ⊕ P with the induced form on H(R) ⊕ P . Then TransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉) =
ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉).
Proof: We have ETransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉) ⊆ TransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉). We need to show
other inclusion. Let us choose α from TransO(Q, IQ, 〈, 〉). By Lemma 4.21 there
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exists α(X) in TransO(Q[X ], IQ[X ], 〈, 〉) such that α(1) = α and α(0) = Id. Note
that TransO(Qm[X ], IQm[X ], 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕm) = ETransO(Qm[X ], IQm[X ], 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕm), for
each maximal ideal m of R (follows from Remark 4.18). Hence α(X)m belongs to
ETransO(Qm[X ], IQm[X ], 〈, 〉ψ˜1⊥ϕ⊗Rm[X]), for each maximal ideal m of R. Therefore,
α(X) ∈ ETransO(Q[X ], IQ[X ], 〈, 〉) (see Lemma 4.20). Substituting X = 1 we get
the result. 
In closing we make Remark 4.24 below for which we need the following elementary
observation.
Lemma 4.23. Let (P, 〈, 〉) be a split orthogonal R-module. Then (Pm, 〈, 〉) is a split
orthogonal Rm-module for every maximal ideal m of R.
Proof: Let us consider an equivalent form of the definition of split orthogonal
R-modules as it is stated in §6, Chapter I, [9]. The orthogonal module (P, 〈, 〉) is split
if it is direct sum of two submodules M and N which are dually paired to R by the
inner product,
M
∼=
−→ HomR(N,R), and N
∼=
−→ HomR(M,R)
and such that N is self orthogonal, i.e, 〈N,N〉 = 0. Tensoring with Rm we get
Pm =Mm⊕Nm. Moreover, P projective will imply bothM and N are projective and
hence finitely presented (M finitely presented means there exists an exact sequence
Rk −→ Rl −→M , for suitable natural numbers k, l). Therefore, by Proposition 2.13”
in Chapter I, [8] we get
Mm
∼=
−→ HomRm(Nm, Rm), and Nm
∼=
−→ HomRm(Mm, Rm)
Also, N is self orthogonal will imply Nm is self-orthogonal and hence (Pm, 〈, 〉) is a
split orthogonal Rm-module for every maximal ideal m of R. 
Remark 4.24. In view of the above lemma the result as in Theorem 4.22 holds when
(P, 〈, 〉) is assumed to be a split orthogonal R-module.
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